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ZOMBIE - GOTH - DEAD
What the f**k is
that headline all
about I hear you
scream?
Well let me tell you
that’s its all about
the up and coming
zombieness that is
gonna hit everyone
in the face with a
whole pile of blood,
gore and entrails
over the next few
months…
From the 13th to the
15th of August of
course we have the now famous Zombie Fest
2010, where our guests will be
attempting to survive the Undead Apocalypse, this
time in a Wild West Setting, along with Zombie
Films, Zombie Games, Zombie Shooting and Archery and all manner of Zombie Prizes and general
zombie based insanity with like minded folks, all in
the secluded privacy of nice little site, not too far
from Milton Keynes… www.terror4fun.com/zombie_fest10
There will be Frightfest, later on August which is
always good for some Zombie based debauchery
and for the latest splatter films to be taken and
then an entire month off…
As soon as we enter the Halloween month, the

Zombie Party - They got our vote ???
www.votecure.com/vote

zombieness all
begins again with
some Zombie
Choreography
Classes up in Elsecar
near Sheffield and
potentially for
Halloween, a weekend at the Whitby
Goth Weekend,
taking in the dark
atmosphere,
meeting morbid
folks and devouring
awesome Fish &
Chips, but generally
sizing the place up
as a potential place
for an incredibly atmospheric zombiewalk…
Finally November and IT IS NOW CONFIRMED…
Day of the Undead 2010 will be held at Phoenix
Square, Leicester on November 13th… We will let
you know more details as we get them, but suffice
to say that it will be 12 hours of Zombie Features,
Zombie Games, Zombie Make Up, Zombie Books
and Zombie Bloody everything… Miss it and Miss
out…
After this I (Zombie Ed) will gorge myself on the
brains of the guests of our various events and then
fall into a fitful slumber, filled with dreams of once
again bringing the undead alive in 2011…
If you want more news at it happens
then please check out and join the
group: Terror4fun: UK Zombie Events
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Pride and
Prejudice and
Zombies
Now an eye-popping graphic novel of
manners, morals… and, of course,
brain-eating mayhem!
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Now if you think this column looks a bit empty or devoid of
zombie activities for 2010, because it does not have your
events in it, then please correct this by sending us times,
dates, locations and links to your zombie events and we will
get them up here for you!!! Just email Zombie Ed at
ed@terror4fun.com and let us know all about them.
We will make sure they appear in front of 10,000 people in
every issue...

How to Survive the Zombie Apocalypse, the Live Tour… All
over the UK during 2010
http://howtosurviveazombieapocalypse.co.uk/
City of the Living Dead. Blu-Ray release. May 24th.
Release of Charlie Higsons The Enemy in paperback, June
3rd.

Pride and Prejudice and Zombies –
a fiendishly clever mash-up of Jane
Austen's beloved classic –remains one of
the most buzz-worthy pop culture
sensations of the year. The New York
Times Bestseller has sold over 700, 000
copies world wide, meriting not only a
sequel, Dawn of the Dreadfuls, but a
Hollywood film starring Natalie Portman.
Now, Pride and Prejudice and Zombies:
The Graphic Novel (Titan Books, 30th
April, £9.99), featuring all-new scenes of
zombie mayhem, is the perfect format to
bring this remixed masterpiece to true
zombie-loving pop-culture fans.

www.titanbooks.com

Zombie Women of Satan, DVD Launch party, with a
Zombie Queen 2010 competition. June 16th.
More details at: www.zombiewomenofsatan.com
Zombie Women of Satan out on DVD, June 21st.
More Details as above and inside the back cover
The Frightfest E-Zine’s 1st Issue. July 17th.
www.frightfest.co.uk
Dead in Oxford Zombiewalk. August 10th
Terror4fun presents Zombie Fest 2010.
Cosgrove, near Milton Keynes. Aug 13th to 15th
www.terror4fun.com/zombie_fest10
Frightfest 2010, London. August Bank Holiday
www.frightfest.co.uk
Whitby Goth Weekend. Halloween Weekend in Whitby.
Details and Pics etc at: http://wgw.topmum.co.uk/

DATE ANNOUNCED!!! Terror4funs
Day of the Undead 2010, Leicester. UK Festival of Zombie
Culture. 13th, November. More details coming soon...

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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The Zombie Times, May 2010
Hey Zombie Fans,
How chaotic a year is this gonna be for fans of the Living Dead??? We have had some truly quality and
well known releases come out on DVD but more are to come from those beautiful indie film makers I
know and love… Check out the websites of some of the films in this issue like ‘Zombie Cheerleading
Camp’ from the US of A and ‘Die Zombiejager’ from Sweden…
Eventwise, Terror4fun will be hectic too, In August there is ‘Zombie Fest 2010’ and
of course ‘Frightfest’ and then October there’s the Whitby Goth Weekend and then
November the return of ‘Day of the Undead’ so blood, undead and red aplenty this
annum… And remember if you are doing anything zombie related and you want
zombie fans to find out then please let us know by emailing ed@terror4fun.com
and we will tell more than 10,000 of them about it…
keep on zomming and see you soon,

Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror 4fun Team
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The shape of things to come… ZOMBIE - GOTH - DEAD
Zombie Events for 2010
Editors letter from Zombie Ed and contents
News & Events - Irish and US Distributors want your Zombie Films...
News & Events - A FREE Online Zombie Game & The Orkney Islands need you...
News & Events - The Campbell Theory - Dark Music for Dark Projects
News & Events - Horror Channel Zombie Flicks and a UK Zombie Short need YOU!
News & Events - ‘Houseparty of the Dead’ and the ‘Frightfest E-Zine’
Releases - American Indie Films - ‘Zombie Cheerleading Camp’ & ‘Redneck Carnage’
Releases - Colourised ‘Night of the Living Dead’ on DVD
Releases - ‘501 Things to do with a Zombie’ in print, short shorts & a strange zombie
Releases - ‘Zombie Apaocalypse’ on DVD and the ‘Official Zombie Handbook’
Releases - ‘How to Draw Zombies’ and French Zombie Flick ’Mutants’
Releases - A pair of novels - ‘Plague aof the Dead’ and ‘The Enemy’ in paperback
Releases - Swedens Own - ‘Die Zombiejager’
Releases - Abaddon Books and ‘City of the Living Dead’ on Blu-Ray
MAKE UP - Paul Ewen and a Gallery of Zombies from Paul and Kat
MAKE UP - Katrina Demeanour and the Make Up Artists Directory
Releases - Zombie Women of Satan
CAPCOM and Competitions

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Seminal films wants your Zombie Movies
Seminal Films, LLC is a
film company specializing in independent film
acquisition and production based in Los Angeles, California and Edmonton, Alberta. Seminal Films is a division of
the Da Silva Group, a
well-established media
group with radio interests in Canada as well as
music and film labels. Da
Silva has an exclusive
DVD output distribution
arrangement with Entertainment 1, the world’s largest independent CD/DVD
distributor, based in New York and currently in their
catalogue are these three Zombie Classics...
NINJAS Vs ZOMBIES: Seven friends, struggling with late
20s, early 30s life, find themselves in terrifying danger
when a long-dead loved one is magically resurrected
and starts devouring souls. To make matters worse,

three of them have been granted the power of the
ninja, and now must lead the fight against a power
they cannot hope to vanquish.

MUTANT VAMPIRE ZOMBIES FROM THE 'HOOD! follows an unlikely group of inner-city survivors who fight
to flee a city now free of gang-bangers, but infested
with blood-sucking, sex-starved zombies instead. C.
Thomas Howell plays the last man standing in the
L.A.P.D. who must team up with the survivors of two
rival street gangs as they fight their way across the city
to the home of a brilliant scientist.
DEAD LIFE: REDUX: A deadly virus called Necrotizing
Faceitis M is running rampant through Midwest America killing the living and reviving the dead. Life changes
quickly for Maxx and his friends as survival becomes a
struggle.

SO if you have a film that you need distributing
then let them know… www.seminalfilms.com
To WIN a full set of these Region 1 DVDs then check out
the competitions page at www.terror4fun.com

Irish zombie makers want your films
There will be a UK re-release of the award winning
Battle of the Bone in June, 2010 next month with new
artwork to accompany it. These will soon become limited editions when the all new Directors Cut gets its
double disc release in October.
The Knackery, which just ran its big screen time in Belfast, is set for release soon. This mad-cap action gorefest pits 6 fighters in a reality television game show
against each other and a horde of genetically modified
zombies... "Six Contestants, One Million Quid, And A
Sh*t Load Of Zombies!!" Find The Knackery on Facebook for tons of stills from the movie and more...
With The Knackery, Yellow Fever Productions are
launching a new DVD label across the UK and Ireland
which has a great run of horror, drama, action and
comedy lined up for 2010. Zombie fans would be interested to know that we have picked up the rights to the
hit US indie flick, Experiment 7, which is a post-

apocalyptic action horror that pits a band of unlikely
heroes against an army of zombies, in a bid to make
earths water drinkable once more. Experiment 7 is due
out June 7th.

Keeping on that subject, Yellow Fever Distribution
http://yfpondvd.webs.com/ is always looking for the
best in independent film to release on our label, so if
your film is up to scratch then feel free to send us a
copy at : Yellow Fever Productions LTD, 49 Wandsworth Road, Belfast, BT4 3LT, Northern Ireland - and
we will get back to you after viewing.

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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Ultimate FREE Zombie game online

Simply Log on to ‘Binary Space Games’ NEW game ‘Class 3 Outbreak’ choose an area of engagement
and get stuck in… A lot of work has gone into this, so that you control local law enforcement when the
Undead s**t hits the fan… It leaves you with the strange satisfaction that if you were the head of a law
enforcement department you could save the important few and let the rest to be eaten… Thanks to this game I
now know that I could… Now when you have a spare 15 minutes… Get stuck in...

You can find it at… http://www.class3outbreak.com/zombie-games/c3o/
Tell ‘em that Terror4funs Zombie Ed sent you...

The Orkney Islands
Needs ZOMBIES !

The Orkney Islands love the Undead...
They’ve updated their website and have another
synopsis and description of their film online, so
please check out the Odinsay Incident page.
Orkney Island Films are also looking for sponsors.
http://www.orkneyislandsfilms.org.uk/odinsay.html
is the Odinsay Page and
http://www.orkneyislandsfilms.org.uk/sponsor.html
is the sponsorship page.

Zombie Short Films Needed
for Terror4fun Festivals
If you have made a Zombie Film or know someone
that has and you would like it to be shown in front of
a crowd of zombie loving freaks then please let us
have your movies…
We love no-budget, high gore films, professionally
produced arthouse zombie films, foreign language
zom-coms, anything with zombies in we love and will
try to show, we have shown pant-wettingly scary films
and stop motion lego-horrors films.
We have also shown films made by professional crews
entering international competitions and films made
by a class of 13 year olds from Essex, so we want them
all. For films to be potentially shown at ‘Zombie Fest
2010’ and ‘Day of the Undead 2010’ there are only
couple of guidelines… They must be less than 20 minutes long. They must have zombies in them. They
must be on DVD or in DVD format.
If you are planning on sending us a film then please
email ed@terror4fun.com and we will answer any
questions that you may have…

Zombie Ed of Terror4fun
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Music for malevolent movies
We didn't want the film to be an all out orchestral
piece so we tried to bring in live elements wherever
possible.
All of the main chase scenes have live drum samples or
The Campbell Theory (David Fellows & Kris
sounds, live guitars with a host of percussion instruTearse) originally started with the aim of writing chill
ments thrown in for good measure.
out music for ourselves, however, we decided to take a
Violins and Cello's worked really well over the live muleap into film soundtracks and what better place to
sic and whilst the live kit gave the scenes pace the orstart than with an independent Zombie movie, namely
chestral elements gave it a sense of foreboding.
Zombie Undead.
This is obviously a very high level idea of what we did
We weren't exactly sure where to begin so we decided
on Zombie Undead (Zombie Ed wanted me to stick to
to take in a few classic horror's to get the creative juices
as close to 300 words as possible!)
flowing, first up was 28
If you have any quesDays Later (some artions regarding ZU or
gue it isn't a Zombie
any other element of
movie but who cares!
soundtrack writing
;-)) this was a massive
please feel to drop us a
influence although as
line at the email admuch for the track sedress below as we'll do
lection as the actual
our best to answer.
soundtrack itself.
On the main projects
I could spend all day
page we have a numgoing through the films
ber of sound bites from
that influenced us so
the film so feel free to
here are just a few, The
go and have a listen.
Haunting, The Thing,
Currently we're trying
Eraserhad, Elephant
to add as much content
Man, Evil Dead and
to our site as possible so
Godspeed you! Black
we've decided to write
Emperor as a nona few pieces of music no
movie influence.
more than a couple of
The DARK HALF of The Campbell Theory - Kris Tearse
So armed with a numminutes long based on
ber of ideas we set out
different movie genres.
to write our first full on film soundtrack.
The first piece has just been added to the site (in
The opening scene of the movie is quite crazy, with fast
the Audio section) and is largely based on the
cuts and not much of a baseline to follow. We decided
new Sherlock Holmes movie (possibly my favourite film
to try our hand at something different and ended up
of 2009 and by far my favourite Soundtrack of that
with an industrial drum n bass piece, I think this
year) we would appreciate any feedback you might
worked pretty well (although I'm sure real drum n bass
have as we're always up for feedback.
DJ's would disagree).
I think the real fun element of writing the soundtrack
was creating our own samples to use, the film soundTo check out what we're currently up to
track is littered with various noises, metal being
visit www.thecampbelltheory.com and
dragged across concrete, filling glasses to different levels
please free to drop us an email at:
to create a range of notes (admittedly we nicked this
contact@thecampbelltheory.com and we'll
from the film Brick) and a whole host of other sounds
using everyday household items.
reply as soon as we can.

The ‘Zombie Undead’ Musical Maestros
come clean about their aims...
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If you fancy shocks with a touch of comedy then tune
in on the 30th at 16:00 for the inventive Zombie Dearest. A smart combination of marital strife with a dash
Zombie Movies on the Horror Channel May and June of brain-munching zombie action it centres on a doting
2010 (Sky 319, 320 Virgin 170 and Freesat 138)
husband named Gus who goes to any length to please
It’s another busy few months on and we’re packing
his wife! Don’t worry if you miss this, you can catch it
plenty of undead thrills for zombie fans.
again at midday on the 31st.
th
MAY: On the 18 at 21:00 the Horror Channel presents JUNE: June 1st we have you an incredibly gruesome
Evilution. When an alien life form resurrects the dead piece of movie making for you. In Bone Sickness a
and turns them on the human race, a young scientist
morgue worker experiments on cadavers to help cure
must fight to contain the catastrophe and eradicate
his friend's bone disorder only to reanimate the corpses
the alien menace.
as flesh-hungry monsters. The monsters rise at 22:55.
At the same time on the 19th the hit British shocker
If you fancy a petrifying premiere then note that
Zombie Diaries crawls onto your screen. A viral outShadow: Dead Riot will hit screens on June18th. This unbreak sees the dead rise, and as the world succumbs to compromising horror stars Candyman actor Tony Todd
the shuffling zombie masses, three groups of survivors
and is set in a jail that executed a voodoo-practising
witness the carnage and fight for survival. You can also serial killer. It’s now a women's prison and he and his
catch the Zombie Diaries at 22:55 on June 13th.
minions are resurrected. The gates open at 23:00. You
We also take you to Zombie Town on May 20th for a
get a 2nd chance to catch this on the 26th at 00:50.
flesh-munching fight for survival. In a remote town a
parasitic plague transforms the population into brain- As with all TV channels, dates and times are subject to
chomping zombies. The blood starts to flow at 21:00.
change so please go to www.horrorchannel.co.uk for
Forward to the 26th and prepare to witness Days Of
any last minute changes. Also joins on Facebook
Darkness at 21:00. The flesh-eating walking dead have http://www.facebook.com/horrorchannel and Twitter
risen and taken over the planet, now a mismatched
http://twitter.com/horror_channel
group of survivors must take up arms to survive!

The horror channel

Get involved with a UK zombie movie...
Film: A comedy/horror zombie love story. Think Shaun of
the Dead meets Jay and Silent
Bob. Stoned, juggling party
zombies vs evil zombie antiparty zombie establishment...with black & white silent movie/60s cheese motifs..
Has: A great script, the organisational skills to pull it off,
some committed contacts,
really talented friends and
some ideas for edible body parts
Needs: Money!...or failing that donations of time,
equipment, enthusiasm and skills.
Everyone committed so far is volunteering as we cannot as yet pay anyone. Zombie love alone is getting this
movie made so come along and feel the vibe for yourself! This is part community project, part excuse to have

a really good party, part be involved in something
creative with other amazing creative and talented
people and part something random to do...:)
I don’t think I have ever seen so many links for a film
but here they are, so get in touch and help out… You
cannot say that Tabitha is not motivated…
Copies of the script and other paper related stuff can
be found at: http://cid8f6cee7f596ce05e.skydrive.live.com/browse.aspx/zombi
e%20stuff
Parts (including extras) and Production roles still to be
filled. Contact: tabithamellor666@hotmail.com
Join our zombie page on Facebook for links and up to
date info:
http://www.facebook.com/?ref=home#!/group.php?gid
=193939509420&ref=ts
Check out some test vids on Youtube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/tabithatwitchetty

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Houseparty of the dead
A British short zombie film phenomena
Houseparty of the Dead
began three years ago as a
no-budget camcorder and
red-paint effort in the director’s North London flat. Possibly due to the fact that the
zombie extras were encouraged to get drunk, everyone then clamored out for
more zombie party action.
Since then, the epidemic has
spread to five short films,
and as far away as Buenos
Aires, where the semiofficial, foreign-language
part 4 was shot. With each film, the scope of the infection and ambition of the film-makers increases too part 5 features over 60 blood-splattered extras and
five different zombie-loving make-up artists. (Who’ve
worked on such projects as Zomblogalypse, Zombie
Undead and a little film called Harry Potter and the

Deathly Hallows)
Part 6 is currently in pre-production, and will be shooting over the Summer of 2010. After that, the team
have a feature film firmly with in their cold, dead
sights. Continuing the spirit of drunken debauchery
that got them where they are today, the boys are attempting to fund the next episode by putting on a series of fund-raising parties featuring zombie bands, undead DJs and ghoulish dancing girls.
Anyone wishing to get involved should join up at the
Paranoid Android films facebook group http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=4959642439
&ref=ts

Or check out the website,
www.housepartyofthedead.com , or email
andy@housepartyofthedead.com

Frightfest to publish e-zine
FrightFest is delighted to announce the next exciting
development in the 11 year history of the UK's favorite
fantasy and horror film festival. On the 16th of July
2010, the first issue of a brand new FREE
bi-monthly magazine or e-zine will be
published.
Why, I hear you ask, when there are
other fine horror magazines out there?
Well, firstly, we like a challenge, and this
is certainly going to be that. Also, as we
come to the end of the first decade of the
21st Century, we strongly believe that
print, although it will never disappear,
has had it’s day. That’s the rationale, so
what can you expect from the FrightFest
E-Zine?

Quite simply, a bi-monthly on-line magazine that is
packed full of good writing, images and more on all
things fantasy and horror. Feature articles from some
of the genre’s best writers. Reviews and
features on the latest cinema fantasy
and horror DVD releases. News from
around the world on what is in the
works and heading your way soon, plus
comment and articles from guest contributors.
As publication day draws closer we will
begin to post more details of what to
expect in the first issue.
TO GET YOUR COPY CLICK THIS LINK
AND FILL IN THE FORM

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Zombie
cheerleading camp
Eating out has never been so much fun
When three teenage boys stumble upon a nearby
Cheerleading Camp, they think their wildest dreams
have come true. What could be better than a
group of beautiful young girls who are bored, stuck
in the woods, and ready to party?
But something mysterious is changing the cheerleaders, one by one. The teens are becoming infected and
the survivors are realizing that there may be no easy
way to escape. It's going to take teamwork, coordination and determination if they're going to turn this
around and fight, fight, FIGHT!
For more details or to get hold of a copy why not
visit: www.zombiecheerleadingcamp.com
Jon Fabris (director) is known as a top computer
game programmer and designer. Jon is also a sculptor, potter, farmer, and writer as well as independent filmmaker. Before venturing into live action
films, Jon produced, wrote and directed several animated shorts.

Redneck Carnage
Redneck Carnage is a twisted comedy that
takes place in the Ozarks. With rampaging
zombies and tons of extra surprises. The best
zombie spoof on the market
- Movie Monster Filmgasm.com
Redneck Carnage is a true Zombie Film of beauty…
A rag-tag group of heroes are at once in a struggle
for survival and on a journey to discover the cause of
a series of devastating circumstances. The movie includes zombies, strippers, roller girls, zombies, aliens,
Bigfoot and Elvis, a lot more zombies, oh and rednecks.
The cast of this zombie opus includes… Kenny Malinowski ( Apollo ), Eric Fisher, Macy Elizabeth and
Eman, and also includes appearances by: Ryan
Shields ( Albino Farm ), Troy Dunkle (Albino Farm),
Erik A. Williams ( The Dark Knight ) and many
more.

Available now from www.amazon.com

Competition Time

Competition Time

To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Putting the red into the undead
The classic B&W verison + a colourised version on one disc!
Terror reigns. Panic and paranoia take their toll. No one
knows why the dead are returning to life, only that the living
are their eviscerated victims. In a
remote wooden farmhouse
seven people fight for their lives
against ever-increasing numbers
of flesh-eating ghouls. One by
one they are whittled down until, in a memorable shock finale,
only a lone hero remains, cowering in the cellar while
legions of ravenous zombies run amok. As the sun rises,
he emerges into a new dawn… has he survived the
Night of the Living Dead?
In 1969 a new breed of horror film erupted onto Ameri-

can movie screens. Vilified by critics and ignored by distributors on its release, George A. Romero's tense, audacious, groundbreaking shocker ushered in a new era
of raw modern horror. Rightly championed by fans
around the world, it is now revered as a seminal cult
classic – a quasi-expressionist celluloid nightmare, and
the Citizen Kane of the horror 'B's.

For more details of this release then head to:
www.staxentertainment.com

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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Short shorts !!!
This is going to be the start of a regular
column, BUT once again we need your help…
We simply want to be bale to point folks at some
of the best short films around, there are simply 2
criteria….
1)
They must contain Zombies
2)
They must be on the web

Strange Zombies, Part 10
Can you read the Tee, its says NOSEBLEED…
Nosebleed may arse, he’s gonna need more
than a tissue for that bad boy... WTF… Cheers
Rob... Send us more to... ed@terror4fun.com

The recommendations for this issue are:
Firstly ‘Ay Up Me Duck of the Dead’ from
Nottingham, a nice genre piece with use of the
city centre... http://www.vimeo.com/11263919
The there’s ‘Zomblies’ www.zomblies.com which
when you watch the trailer, you must admit
looks like the greatest non-feature film with
zombies imaginable….

NEW BOOk 501 Things to do with a Zombie
Zombies were people too!
Perhaps the most bizarre angle on the
Zombie Issue ever published...
Escape routes, defence plans, survival kits. Enough is
enough! Zombies have gotten a bad rap, and it's time
the redeeming qualities of these brain-eating (but potentially lovable) creatures come to light.
Enter 501 Things to Do with a Zombie.
Inside, you'll see that the Undead make the perfect
sidekicks for just about anything you've got going on.
Can't convince a buddy to join you in karaoke? No
worries! A Zombie never suffers from stage fright!
Looking to take a leisurely stroll through the local
farmers' market? Zombies know the secret to picking
out the freshest tomatoes.
Need to negotiate a new cell-phone contract? Bring a
Zombie along to get out of the two-year commitment
(he can strong-arm the sales rep--that is, unless it's
missing).
Sure, Zombies may have rotting flesh and nasty viruses,
but don't we all have our faults?
Open your mind and open this book for inspired ideas

on how we can all
learn to get along.
Monstrous fun awaits.
About the Author:
J.C. Richards is an author and zombie activist who believes in
accepting pretty
much everyone, regardless of mortality
status.
About the Artist:
Aaron Waite is a long
time artist and zombie enthusiast. He lives
in Massachusetts with
his wife and cats, and
is a frequent attendee of pro-undead rallies.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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...Zombie apocalypse...
This is an award winning film, a
comic, a DVD and a labour of
love for Director, Producer and
Co-Writer Ryan Thompson...

of exciting action and intense
drama, but it never takes itself too
seriously for too long. It's pure escapism and a good time at the
movies.
"The movie is however well diIt focuses on four main characters
rected and, at times, beautifully and their adventures after a zomshot. It's really a action movie at it's hearth and those
bie outbreak spreads throughout the country. Miller:
sequences come off very intense. The editing as a whole the mysterious stranger searching the country for his
is also very tight. ..one could just wish that all these low long-lost wife, who herself has ties to the creation of the
budget zombie movies were this well produced!"
zombies; Mark, a bullheaded college student with a
- Pauli Paananen, Zombie Movie Data Base
chip on his shoulder and an axe in his hand; Tom,
Mark’s video game playing medical student roommate;
When college roommates Mark and Tom go out for a
and Raven, a rebellious video store clerk and amateur
night at the bar, the last thing they expected to find
photographer who goes from depressed to overjoyed
was a machete wielding stranger and a horde of the
once the zombies hit. Throughout the movie they meet
undead. With the help of amateur photographer and a host of other characters including a mob of survivors
video store clerk Raven, the unlikely party fights their
who call themselves The Marauders, shadowy agents,
way into an epic conflict between the living...and the
an Illuminati-style organization, and nemesis from the
dead.
past.
Zombie Apocalypse is a feature-length over-the-top
action/adventure/horror movie...made for a shoestring
budget of only $5000! It’s roots are in the style of the
blockbusters of the 1980’s, John Carpenter films, and the
energy of video games. Zombie Apocalypse has scenes

Zombie Apocalypse is a great example of how an entertaining movie can be made for next to nothing. Enjoy it, and have a good time!
Get more details or a copy of the film, comic or buttons
sets from… www.zombieapocalypsemovie.com

The Official Zombie Handbook by Sean T Page
Did you know that less than 5% of
the British population will survive
a major zombie outbreak in this
country? Plan to be part of that
5% - plan to survive.

Everything you need to implement a complete “90 Day
Zombie Survival Plan” for you and your family including home fortification, foraging for supplies and even
surviving a ghoul siege
Detailed case studies and guidelines on how to battle
the living dead, which weapons to use, where to hide
Since pre-history, the living dead out and how to survive in a country dominated by milhave been amongst us, with docu- lions of bloodthirsty zombies
mented outbreaks from ancient
Remember, don’t become a cheap meat snack for the
Babylon and Rome right up to
zombies!
the present day. But what if we
were to suffer a zombie apocaComing June 2010 Severed Press:www.severedpress.com
lypse in the UK today?
Through pioneering research and field work, the Official For more details of the book and the author Contact:
Zombie Handbook (UK) is the only guide you need to
www.ministryofzombies.com
make it through a major zombie outbreak in the UK

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Wanna make
some zombies?
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Mutants

This has simply got to be one of the highest quality
books that I have ever seen… From the embossed
silver filled front cover to the bloody and imaginative
artwork itself, this is not simply a book, but something
beautiful… Zombie Ed. Terror4fun.

EXTINCTION IS
JUST A
HEARTBEAT AWAY

If you want to make a zombie, in any way shape
or form, apart from the real ‘flesh and bones’
deal then this is the book for you. It covers drawing zombies in great detail. If you want to get
stuck in with pencils or if you have a knowledge
of computer based artwork then this is the book
for you. The pictures themselves are massively
original too, from apocalyptic scenes that you
may expect to voodoo queens and zombie pets…
This is not really a book for novice artists with no
experience, but if you know which the business
end of a shotgun… ERR… sorry pencil is then this is
the book for you…
Well worth checking out for the artwork and the
fact that it must weigh about 1/2 a kilo, now!!!

The debut feature from French writer and director
David Morlet, Mutants is a gripping movie that
takes the traditional Zombie genre milieu (Morlet
took his inspiration from "28 Weeks Later" and the
films of David Cronenberg) and introduces some
interesting themes, twists and turns to make it a
stand-out among the Zombie crowd.
In a world devastated by a pandemic virus that
turns human beings into primitive and bloodthirsty
creatures, the last hope for survivors is the military
station 'Noah' where scientists are researching the
cure.
Marco and Sonia set off to find the secret base to
escape from the 'mutants'. When they are attacked
Marco becomes contaminated and little by little
begins to undergo the same changes as the other
creatures.
Sonia, pregnant with her first child, must somehow
fight off the hordes and force herself to fight the
man she once loved.
Marking David Morlet as a director to watch, Mutants is an extraordinary debut that features stunning film sets, top-notch special effects and makeup, and stand-out performances from the lead actors.
Mutants begins with a bang and builds to a fantastic climax that will leave viewers wanting more!
Mutants (cert. 18) will be released on DVD on 10th
May 2010.

Competition Time

Competition Time

To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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The enemy’s in paperback
By Charlie Higson. Published by Puffin Books in paperback on 3rd June 2010, £6.99
From TV actor, comedian and author of the bestselling
Young Bond series comes a heartstopping new thriller
series
‘Brutal, blood-soaked, full of zombies...it's ace’ – FHM
‘The Enemy scores with its brutal vision of a postapocalyptic world’ – Financial Times
‘A cracking story’ – Daily Express
‘Great at adrenaline-inducing conflict, and as yucky as
could be wished for’ – Sunday Times
The Enemy is the first title in a chilling series of books
which will have you on the edge of your seat from start
to finish. It is set in an eerie, modern-day London after
a mystery illness attacks everyone over the age of fourteen. Those afflicted either die or become so crazed by
disease they are little more than wild animals. Gangs of
kids are left to fend for themselves, dodging the zombie
adults who remain.
The Enemy opens with a North London gang of kids
who have set up camp in a supermarket on the Holloway Road. The gang, lead by Arran and Maxie, have

made Waitrose their home.
But supplies are getting short
and attacks from the grownups more frequent. The Enemy is full of unexpected
twists, peril, breathless adventure and a world of unimaginable horror. It is not only a
fantastic children’s adventure
story, but also an unforgettable portrait of a world where
the adults aren’t there to
look after you ... instead they
want to eat you.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Plague of the Dead
The Morningstar Strain

By Z. A. Recht. Release date: May 2010
The Morningstar virus. Those infected suffer delerium, fever, violent
behaviour ... and a hundred per cent mortality rate. But that's not the worst of
it. The victims return from the dead to walk the earth.
And when a massive military operation fails to contain the plague of the living
dead, it escalates into a worldwide pandemic.
On one side of the world, thousands of miles from home, a battle-hardened
general surveys the remnants of his command: a young medic, a veteran photographer, a rash private, and dozens of refugees, all of them his responsibility.
Meanwhile in the United States, an army colonel discovers the darker side of
Morningstar and collaborates with a well-known journalist to leak the information to the public…
For a downloadable sampler from this and more books visit:

www.simonandschuster.co.uk/giveaways/vampires-and-zombie-sampler
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Sweden beware...… die zombiejager
Re-mastered anniversary edition of the cult movie Die thenticity, personally signed by director Jonas Wolcher
Zombiejäger RELEASED… ULTRAEXCLUSIVE 3-DISC and actor Aldo Cunei.
EDITION! ONLY 666 PIECES RELEASED WORLDWIDE! Lobbycard personally autographed by the actor Christian Van Caine, that plays the "IVO" in the film.
Lobbycard personally autographed by the actor Martin
Brisshäll, that plays the "HEINRICH" in the film.
Lobbycard personally autographed by the actor Aldo
Cunei, that plays the "DRAGONETTI" in the film.
A replica from a cartridge used in the film
Bonusfilm: The prequel to DIE ZOMBIEJÄGER, ZOMBIENOID never before released on DVD
And loads and loads of extras ... just about everything
Gothenburg is infested by bloodthirsty zombies. No one ever made, filmed or recorded about DIE ZOMBIEknows where they come from or why they attack and JÄGER is featured on the three discs.
We’re talking about 5 HOURS of Zombie Madness!!!
kill innocent people. The Swedish police and military

are defenceless against the zombie invasion so the government makes a controversial decision.
A German attack force, specialised in zombie invasions
is recruited. This attack force goes under the name "DIE
ZOMBIEJÄGER" and is basically a handful of ultraviolent maniacs that has seen their chance to make a
living out of doing what they do best ... which is to blow
everything to pieces. In short they arrive to Gothenburg
and gets to work with cleaning up the streets.
During their work with killing hordes of brain dead
zombies our heroes will meet everything from journalists on the wrong side of the roadblocks to an Italian
hitman that just happens to be at the wrong place on
the wrong time. For every second the also come closer
to the real question ... what is behind this sudden zombie invasion?
Die Zombiejäger is a Swedish Cult classic that became a
big hit - it is filmed in Gothenburg under a period of
three years and was first released in 2005. That edition
is since a long time sold out and out of print. Now the
movie celebrates its fifth birthday with this ultra exclusive 3 disc edition. The director Jonas Wolcher has totally re-mastered the film and added loads of new
blood squirting fx for this new edition. We have also got
so much extras that it is almost unbelievable....or what
do you say about this:
This edition comes in a specially made box, unique for
this edition, the box has a new design and is individually hand numbered to 666 pieces.
This edition includes…
A Piece of the original cloak worn by Aldo Cunei in his
role as the hitman Dragonetti with a certificate of au-

For more details and ordering details visit:
www.diezombiejager.com

Competition Time
To win a 3 disc edition of this movie just head to
the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Fulci is Back n’ Blu

don't forget to check the our
massive deadworld competition…
to win signed comics, graphic
novels and other beautiful bits.
All you have to do is tell us which
celebrity you would like to survive
the zombie apocalypse with and in
ten words or less explain why…
email your answer to
sammy@terror4fun.com with the
subject 'DEADWORLD' and you could
win all these prizes...

If you do not know who FULCI is then buy this film
on Blu-Ray from May 24th and start to think about
the world of Undead beyond Romero…

Bloody rammed with extras, Un-Missable...

Abaddon’ gives us more tomes...

Ninjas vs zombies

Once again Abaddon Books add
another book to follow up the
truly great ‘Hungry Hearts...’
SYNOPSIS: Rick Nutman is a
rookie policeman, then when the
city of Leeds erupts into bloodspattered chaos he must fight
through hungry hordes of the undead to return home and protect
Sally, his new wife. Meanwhile,
Daryl lives with his terminally ill
mother and views the current
apocalypse as the perfect opportunity to put his plans into action, he’s always wanted
to be a serial killer and Sally will be his first victim.
The next foray into the realms of the undead is not set
in the UK, but once again it adds itself very nicely to
the burgeoning pouch that is Abaddon ‘Tomes of the

Dead’ Series…
This time its called ‘Tomes of the Dead: Empire of
Salt…’ and it is by American author Weston Ochse…
SYNOPSIS: The Olivers have a chance to make a new
home at Salton Sea. Looking forward to California fun,
sun and adventure they are unprepared for the ecological devastation they find.
The sea is rotting, the town of Bombay Beach is dying
and the citizens are like bait, waiting to be plucked
from their homes by what comes from the sea.
Beware the coming of the green, they say - beware the
coming of the night...

Competition Time
To win a copy of these Books then check out the
comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Paul ewen
Make Up Artist and Zombie about town
Thanks to my liberal-minded parents, I was brought up
on a cinematic diet of creature features and otherworldly nastiness and came to love the graphic gore
and the renting of bodies asunder that is a staple of
such fare at an early age. This was the time before
video and DVD’s and the good people of the UK were
solely dependent upon the slim offerings the only three
available TV channels would deign to show late in the
evenings. Therefore, I was eased into horror gently,
starting off with the old, blood-free b&w Universal
monster movies, progressed to the technicolour splatterings of the Hammer stable until finally graduating with
full gore honours at the cinema with my first AA certificate movie, the delicious Dawn of the Dead in 1978.
I came to special FX make up at a late age (late 30’s).
Although I’d always loved the horror make-up of the
movies, I’d always thought that this was ‘something
that only happened in far-off Hollywood’ so was content to continue just dressing up for stage plays and
parties with the crappy old make-ups they’d sell in
fancy dress shops. This was until the first International
Make Up Artist Trade Show was held in London several
years ago. It was there that my eyes were opened to
the world of professional make up, prosthetics, products

and techniques. I made some contacts and started
modelling for UK-based film and TV make up artists
like BAFTA-award winner Neill Gorton. I started dabbling with proper make up and reading up on ways
and methods of doing effects myself and have never
looked back.
As I’m still only a keen amateur looking to gain experience, I concentrate on the world of extremely lowbudget horror flicks and have worked on such ‘classics’
as ‘The Vampires of Bloody Island’, ‘The Hollow’ (slasher
film), ‘Horrorshow’ (anthology short made for the
FrightFest horror film festival) plus several zombie shorts
like ‘Dead End’ and ‘Houseparty of the Dead V’. If
you’re looking for full blown werewolves or creatures
from the depths of hell at a moment’s notice with no
budget, I’m probably not your man but I’m always willing to try stuff. I also act and can play creatures and
monsters myself, if you need a big, hulking guy.

Please feel free to contact me, Paul Ewen…
Via email at: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
or find me on Facebook.
My main portfolio page can be viewed at:
www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Zombie Make Up Gallery featuring: (From the left) Paul Ewen himself, a smiling victim of his, one of Kats
Zombies from High Heels from Hell and then Katrina Demeanour herself all in white (Kind of...)

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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Katrina demeanour
Make Up Artist, Ex-Vet &
Nemesis of Chris Moyles
Kat's interest in horror dates way back when she
remembers being told off at junior school for
reading Pet Semetary.
While other girls were making daisy chains, Kat's
mind was making her long since passed away
cats come back to life.
At age 10 she re-calls ‘American Werewolf in
London’ having a huge impact on her creative
mind. Exposed to the real-life horrors of veterinary nursing for 16 years, Kat has a hands
on knowledge of anatomy and physiology, she
recalls a work experience girl walking in on her
with her arm up buried inside a dog carcass
while investigating the extent of the poor expired
dogs cancer.
18 months ago, after closing her business of 6
years, Kat decided to take a different direction
took the opportunity to make a change in her
life and now splits her time part-time accounts
clerk, and part-time freelance special effects
make up artist. Two professions that couldn't be
further apart and has enjoyed varied experience
on a number of small movie roles as both an extra and make up artist. including. Houseparty of
the Dead V, High Heels From Hell Vs. The Undead and Hospital Resurrection. And is following
up later this year with several upcoming movie
projects including Red, I Fell In Love With A
Kentish Zombie and Ultra-Vixens.
Kat jumps on the chance to throw blood on any
situation. She was a major role in organising the
April 2009 WZD London Zombie Prom, make up
for Fright Fest for Terror4Fun and the Zombie
Olympics and a not-to-be-turned-down opportunity to promote Charlie Higson's "The Enemy"
by putting the wind up Chris Moyles as a zombie
bride.
Available and open for effects makeup but with
a penchant for all things zombie.

Email Kat at: totenengel@zombify.me

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Zombie Make Up Artists Directory
Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.
Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: London, Surrey, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House
Party of the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various
shorts), Ultra-Vixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me
Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow
and Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty
of the Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest
2009, Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for
Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09,
Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk
Name: Steven Boyle
Based: Australia
Feature Films: Star Wars Ep II, Undead, King Kong,
Black Sheep and 30 Days of Night.
Short Films: Yes
Zombies: Yes
Contact Via: creaturesteveb@aol.com
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This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions in this issue of the Zombie Times, send your answers to the following questions
to ed@terror4fun.com as soon as possible… (Closing dates may vary, check our website!)
Comp 1) Win ‘Zombie Cheerleading Camp’ on DVD. 'Which actor plays Randy in the movie...?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘CHEERLEADING’
Comp 2) Win ‘Redneck Carnage’ on DVD. 'Which aristocrat made this movie?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘CARNAGE’
Comp 3) Win a DVD of ‘Night of the Living Dead.’ 'What year was Romeros 'Land of the Dead' released in?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THE ORIGINAL’
Comp 4) Win a ‘501 Things to do with a Zombie’ book. ‘What does Aaron the books artist frequently attend?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject
Comp 5) How to Draw Zombie 'Who are the authors of this truly stunning book?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DRAW ZOMBIES’
Comp 6) Win ‘Mutants’ on DVD. 'Which French Zombie Film was shown at Terror4funs Day of the Undead 2009?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘MUTANTS’
Comp 7) Win ‘The Enemy’ in Paperback. ‘Who in the Fast Show did Charlie Higson play, Ted OR Ralf?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Ted OR Ralf’
Comp 8) Win ‘Die ZombieJager’ on DVD… ‘Which actor plays the hitman Dragonetti?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ’SWEDISH ZOMBIES’
Comp 9) Abaddon Books 'Who wrote Abaddon Books 'Way of the Barefoot Zombie'?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘HUNGRY HEARTS’

PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS SEPERATELY EMAILS. It helps us sort them out!!! CHEERS...

PLUS THERE’S More ONLINE Competitions: www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions
Terms and conditions and details of previous winners can be found on the Terror4fun website.

